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Abstract

Objective: Identification of brain regions susceptible to quantifiable atrophy in

sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (sCJD) should allow for improved under-

standing of disease pathophysiology and development of structural biomarkers

that might be useful in future treatment trials. Although brain atrophy is not

usually present by visual assessment of MRIs in sCJD, we assessed whether

using voxel-based morphometry (VBM) can detect group-wise brain atrophy in

sCJD. Methods: 3T brain MRI data were analyzed with VBM in 22 sCJD partic-

ipants and 26 age-matched controls. Analyses included relationships of regional

brain volumes with major clinical variables and dichotomization of the cohort

according to expected disease duration based on prion molecular classification

(i.e., short-duration/Fast-progressors (MM1, MV1, and VV2) vs. long-duration/

Slow-progressors (MV2, VV1, and MM2)). Structural equation modeling

(SEM) was used to assess network-level interactions of atrophy between specific

brain regions. Results: sCJD showed selective atrophy in cortical and subcorti-

cal regions overlapping with all but one region of the default mode network

(DMN) and the insulae, thalami, and right occipital lobe. SEM showed that the

effective connectivity model fit in sCJD but not controls. The presence of visual

hallucinations correlated with right fusiform, bilateral thalami, and medial orbi-

tofrontal atrophy. Interestingly, brain atrophy was present in both Fast- and

Slow-progressors. Worse cognition was associated with bilateral mesial frontal,

insular, temporal pole, thalamus, and cerebellum atrophy. Interpretation: Brain

atrophy in sCJD preferentially affects specific cortical and subcortical regions,

with an effective connectivity model showing strength and directionality

between regions. Brain atrophy is present in Fast- and Slow-progressors, corre-

lates with clinical findings, and is a potential biomarker in sCJD.

Introduction

Sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (sCJD) is a rapidly

progressive dementia with underlying neurodegeneration,

gliosis, and vacuolation.1 Although early observations

reported cerebral atrophy in sCJD through clinical neu-

roimaging, this was usually associated with very late dis-

ease course and/or long duration.2–4 Currently, cortical

atrophy in sCJD is not considered as a salient feature on

visual inspection of MRI, except for cases of long dura-

tion. Studies on objective atrophy quantification in sCJD

are scant, and there are no data on the presence of atro-

phy in Slow- versus Fast-progressors based on sCJD

molecular classification subtyping5 or on brain atrophy

patterns associated with some common clinical character-

istics of sCJD. Previous morphometric studies have

focused primarily on isolated brain regions and regions of

interests,6,7 diffusion tensor imaging metrics in the gray
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and white matter,8,9 or cohorts which combined sporadic

and genetic forms of prion disease.10,11 Determination of

atrophy patterns in sCJD might provide insights into the

mechanisms of disease progression and identify vulnerable

regions to track disease progression in both Fast- and

Slow-progressors, which could be targets of future net-

work-level-based therapies. The primary goal of this

cross-sectional study is to quantify cerebral atrophy in

sCJD using 3T brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

and voxel-based morphometry (VBM). Based on the pro-

posed mechanisms of transsynaptic propagation of prion

particles,12 our hypothesis is that neurodegeneration in

sCJD causes selective brain network degeneration in

anatomically connected regions, as opposed to indiscrimi-

nate global injury that might happen if prion disease was

spreading within the brain either randomly or to adjacent

regions. Structural equation modeling (SEM) is a statisti-

cal technique used in functional MRI and positron emis-

sion tomography (PET) studies to test whether activity in

brain regions correlated with each other indiscriminately

or if activity in one region influences that in another.13,14

We therefore tested this hypothesis-driven approach

(SEM) to further investigate the relationship between

brain regions vulnerable to sCJD pathology beyond sim-

ple correlations.

Participants and Methods

Patient selection

Participants or caregivers provided informed consent for

participation in this study, which was approved by the

University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) institu-

tional review board. Participants were evaluated between

January 2010 and August 2013 at the UCSF Memory and

Aging Center (MAC) rapidly progressive dementia

research program. Consecutive sCJD participants who

ultimately either met 2007 UCSF clinical criteria for prob-

able sCJD15 (n = 8, 20%) or who had definite sCJD

(pathology-proven, n = 32, 80%),16 and who had the

same standardized MRI protocol of adequate quality (on

the same scanner) from their first UCSF visit were

included in the study. Forty sCJD participants were iden-

tified prior to MRI quality assessment. For the VBM anal-

ysis, 18 of these 40 participants were excluded due to

severe motion artifact (n = 14) or lack of appropriate

magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo (MPRAGE)

T1-weighted images (n = 4), leaving 22 participants with

sufficient quality scan for VBM analyses. All 40 sCJD par-

ticipants, however, had sufficient quality diffusion-

weighted imaging (DWI) MRIs for visual assessment (e.g.,

determination of pattern of involvement by DWI) and

were used for analyses not requiring T1 sequences.

Although we had initially intended to also examine longi-

tudinal volume change, of the 14 participants with serial

T1 scans, too few (n = 4) were of sufficient quality for

cohort longitudinal analysis, so this was not performed.

Twenty-six healthy age- and gender-matched participants,

from the UCSF MAC Hillblom Healthy Aging Network

project, who had MRIs performed with the same protocol

on the same scanner were used as healthy controls (Con-

trols). For some analyses, sCJD participants were grouped

based on their DWI lesion patterns by visual inspection

into 1) cortical-subcortical, 2) cortical-only, and 3) sub-

cortical-only cohorts.17

Clinical and cognitive evaluation

sCJD participants had a standardized clinical evaluation

including: neurological history and examination; Mini-

Mental State Examination (MMSE)18; the Barthel index

(measuring activities of daily living function)19; a neu-

ropsychological battery (although we only used MMSE);

the neuropsychiatric inventory (NPI, 12-item version)20 to

assess for behavioral symptoms and the presence of halluci-

nations; motor evaluation with the Unified Parkinson’s

Disease Rating Scale –Motor (UPDRS-Motor); and routine

electroencephalogram (EEG). Controls underwent neuro-

logical history and exam, the clinical dementia rating scale,

and a neuropsychological battery. Signs and symptoms

were recorded from patient records and UCSF research visit

summaries until the time of the research brain MRI. EEGs

were classified into three categories: normal, slowing, or

periodic sharp wave complexes, with the latter two catego-

rized as abnormal for this study.21 CSF total tau (t-tau; per-

formed at the U.S. National Prion Disease Pathology

Surveillance Center (NPDPSC), Cleveland, OH) and neu-

ron-specific enolase (NSE; performed at Mayo Laborato-

ries, Rochester, MN) levels, determined with enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assay, and protein 14-3-3 deter-

mined by Western Blot (NPDPSC; reported as either posi-

tive, inconclusive, or negative, with inconclusive

considered as negative for this study) were available in 17,

13, and 19 sCJD participants, respectively. EEG and CSF

biomarkers were obtained within 24 hours of the brain

MRI. We also examined the effect of the prion protein gene

(PRNP) codon 129 polymorphism on other clinical vari-

ables, including t-tau, NSE, protein 14-3-3, EEG, and clini-

cal scales. None of the 40 sCJD participants had a PRNP

mutation, and all had codon 129 polymorphism analysis

(NPDPSC, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland,

OH). Pathological confirmation was performed at either or

both UCSF and NPDSPC, and prion typing was performed

through the NPDPSC. The 32 pathology-proven sCJD par-

ticipants consisted of 18 of 22 patients included in the

VBM analysis and 14 of 18 in the group excluded from the
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VMB analysis. One pathology-proven subject without VBM

had variably protease-sensitive prionopathy and therefore

had no prion typing.22–24

Image acquisition

Participants underwent brain MRI at UCSF on a 3T scan-

ner (Siemens TrioTim syngo, Erlangen, Germany)

equipped with an eight-channel transmit and receive head

coil using an MPRAGE sequence with the following

parameters: 160 sagittal slices; slice thickness = 1 mm;

field of view = 256 mm; matrix = 256 9 240; voxel size

1.0 9 1.0 9 1.0 mm3; TR/TE/TI = 2300/2.98/900 ms, flip

angle = 9°, and a HARDI dataset acquired using a single-

shot spin-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence

including 55 contiguous axial slices acquired in an inter-

leaved order with the following parameters: TR/

TE = 8000/109 ms; flip angle = 90°; matrix = 100 9 100;

in-plane resolution = 2.2 mm2; slice thickness = 2.2 mm;

64 noncollinear diffusion sensitization directions at

b = 2000 s/mm2, 1 at b = 0; and integrated parallel

acquisition technique acceleration (IPAT) factor = 2.

Image processing

Image preprocessing for VBM analyses

All T1-weighted images were visually inspected, and images

with excessive motion or artifact were excluded. Processing

for T1-weighted sequences was performed using Statistical

Parametric Mapping (SPM12, Welcome Trust Center for

Neuroimaging, London, UK) running under MATLAB

R2014b (MathWorks). Images were bias field-corrected

using N3 algorithm and segmented into gray matter, white

matter, and CSF compartments using the unified segmenta-

tion algorithm from SPM12. A custom template was cre-

ated from the whole cohort population (sCJD participants

and Controls) by nonlinear registration template genera-

tion using Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping

framework cite.25 The images were then spatially normal-

ized to the custom template and then modulated by multi-

plying the voxel values by the Jacobian determinant derived

from the spatial normalization to preserve the relative vol-

umes of gray matter. Finally, the images were smoothed

with an 8-mm full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian ker-

nel. This parcellation process created raw volumetric values

for gray matter, white matter, and CSF compartments. The

Anatomical Automated Labeling parcellation method was

used to generate gray matter volumes, which were used in

the SEM analysis and some other analyses to compare with

CSF biomarkers (14-3-3, NSE, and total tau). The gray

matter images then underwent VBM processing and analy-

sis as discussed below.

VBM processing and analysis

For the MRIs with sufficient quality scans to undergo

VBM processing, a general linear model was fit at each

voxel using FMRIB Software Library v6.0 (FSL, Created

by the Analysis Group, FMRIB, Oxford, UK). All compar-

isons included correction for age and total intracranial

volume (TIV; calculated as the sum of gray matter, white

matter, and CSF volumes). For comparisons in which we

wanted to capture the effect of the speed of disease pro-

gression (based on molecular classification dichotomized

into Fast-progressors vs. Slow-progressors), we controlled

for disease severity by the Barthel index at the time of the

MRI. This ensures that the findings are not due to the

presence of more advanced disease in one group com-

pared to the other. For comparisons that included clinical

severity of symptoms (global cognition based on MMSE,

motor symptoms based on UPDRS, and behavioral symp-

toms based on the NPI), we controlled for the MRI time-

ratio (the time the MRI was done relative to the total dis-

ease duration) to ensure that the findings are not simply

due to being either early or late in the total disease pro-

cess. For comparisons between those subjects with or

without certain clinical symptoms (myoclonus, visual hal-

lucinations, and ataxia), we controlled for both disease

severity (Barthel index) and MRI time-ratio in order to

capture the brain regions associated with these symptoms.

For these categorical VBM comparisons, a t-test was per-

formed for each voxel, with accepted threshold p value <
.05 after correction for multiple comparisons with the

permutation method used by the FMRIB Software Library

(FSL), and the number of permutations was set at 5,000

using threshold-free cluster enhancement.26,27 Resulting

statistical maps were normalized to Montreal Neurological

Institute space for display.28

We ran VBM analyses based on the following clinical

variables:

1 sCJD versus Controls.

2 Fast-progressors versus Slow-progressors based on

molecular classification (PRNP codon 129 genotype

[MM, MV, or VV] and prion typing [type 1 or type

2]).5 As the median disease duration of three sCJD

molecular subtypes (MM1, MV1, and VV2) is less than

7 months (Fast-progressors) and for the remaining

three molecular subtypes (MM2, MV2, and VV1) typi-

cally is greater than 11 months (Slow-progressors),5,29

we conducted an analysis dichotomizing the sCJD

VBM group into expected Fast-progressors versus

Slow-progressors. For this analysis, we did not include

sCJD cases with mixed prion types (i.e., 1-2), as such

cases often present more heterogeneously, varying along

a spectrum between type 1 and type 2,29,30 nor did we
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include the single variably protease-sensitive prionopa-

thy case, who by definition had no prion typing.31 We

also compared MM with MV cases (insufficient num-

bers for VV). Addtionally, we ran a VBM analysis com-

paring MM2 to MV2 participants (both Slow-

progressors) given their clinical and pathological differ-

ences,5 and we had sufficient samples sizes of these two

sCJD subtypes.

3 Global cognitive function dichotomized based on the

median MMSE score of 20/30. Higher MMSE group

for participants with score > 20/30 and lower MMSE

group for participants with MMSE score ≤ 20/30.

4 The presence or absence of visual hallucinations cap-

tured on the NPI based on having visual hallucination

at any point in the clinical course up until the time of

brain MRI.

5 The presence or absence of ataxia.

6 The presence of absence of myoclonus.

7 Motor symptoms measured by the UPDRS-Motor score

and dichotomized based on the median UPDRS-Motor

score (lower ≤ 11, higher > 11; higher score indi-

cates more motor impairment).

8 Behavioral changes dichotomized based on the median

NPI FrequencyxSeverity product score (lower ≤ 20,

higher > 20; higher score indicates more impairment/

symptoms).

Statistical analyses

Tests of normality for all continuous data in sCJD and

Controls were conducted with the Shapiro-Wilk test.

Means for continuous clinical variables were compared

with the Student’s t or the Mann-Whitney U tests, where

appropriate. Because clinical and biomarker variables were

not normally distributed, correlations were performed with

the Spearman test. False discovery rate (FDR; at p < 0.05)

was used to correct for multiple comparisons for all analy-

ses, including non-VBM (demographics, disease duration,

clinical symptoms, cognitive and functional scales, CSF

biomarkers, EEG pattern, DWI involvement pattern, codon

129, molecular classification, MRI-based volume, and com-

parison of features between the sCJD subgroups included

vs. those not included in VBM analysis in Table 1) and

VBM comparisons. Data analysis was performed with SPSS

(version 23, SPSS/IBM, Chicago, IL).

Volumetric correlations and structural
equation modeling

To investigate the general correlation between the volu-

metric data in the brain regions that showed atrophy in

sCJD compared with Controls, Pearson correlations were

performed after correction for age and TIV. We then used

SEM to investigate model fit of regional VBM volumetric

data. Our hypothesis was that if region atrophy is not

random, some regions will influence volumetric changes

in another region or regions, and a model that includes

the regions most commonly involved in sCJD will pass

the strict significance thresholds of SEM only in sCJD but

not in regions not commonly involved in sCJD or in

Controls. Because previous research that used hypothesis-

driven SEM approaches recommends starting with parsi-

monious models, we tested SEM models in four canonical

networks in sCJD participants and Controls first and then

added regions commonly affected in sCJD.

SEM is a multivariate technique that combines “path

analysis” (a statistic used to evaluate causal models)32 and

multiple regression to estimate linear relationships

between specific variables in an analysis of the covariance

among these variables. One might expect cortical volumes

of certain brain regions in sCJD to correlate with each

other. This correlation of volumes could occur for at least

three reasons: 1.) regional vulnerability; 2.) prions spread-

ing transynaptically to functionally connected regions; or

3.) prions spreading to adjacent areas. SEM extends

beyond simple correlations to evaluate the presence of

any directional relationship among brain regions, and it

examines the strength as well as the directionality of rela-

tionships within a network.14 SEM incorporates the resid-

ual variance of the independent variables to estimate the

dependences among the observed variables allowing for

the validation of a hypothetical model by empirical data

using strict goodness-of-fit thresholds.13 The fundamental

concept for the application of SEM for brain network

analysis is effective connectivity, which is defined as the

influence that one neural system exerts over another and

vice versa. It differs from functional connectivity in that

it is not solely defined by statistical dependencies between

remote events but takes into account the activity-depen-

dent, explicit, and directional coupling between them.

Effective connectivity can be estimated from SEM by test-

ing whether a theoretical connectivity model seeking to

explain a network of influences can actually fit the influ-

ences estimated from observed data.14 In our case, the

theoretical models that we tested were based on regions

known to be commonly clinically affected in sCJD (i.e.,

network of cortico-subcortical regions typically affected

by restricted diffusion, including thalamus and stria-

tum)11,17,33 or on known anatomical connectivity in

healthy participants (i.e., default mode, executive, sal-

ience, and motor networks). The DMN analysis was based

on Buckner et al. 2008, and it included the precuneus,

angular gyrus (AG), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and

mesial and lateral temporal cortical regions.34 The data

used as input for the SEM model were age- and TIV-cor-

rected cortical volumes derived from the VBM analysis.35
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Table 1. Clinical features of sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob patients and Controls.

Controls n = 26 sCJD all n = 40

sCJD included

in VBM n = 22

sCJD excluded from

VBM* n = 18

Age at first evaluation, years,

mean � SD (median, range)

66 � 10

(67, 50-77)

63 � 9 (66, 43-80) 64 � 10 (68, 43-80) 63 � 8 (64, 46-75)

Sex, female (%) 42 45 36 56

Right-handed (%) 83 94 95 94

Disease duration at the time of MRI,

months, M � SD (Md, r)

8 � 6 (7, 1-32) 8 � 5 (8, 2-23) 7 � 8 (6, 1-32)

Total disease duration, months,

M � SD (Md, r)

14 � 9 (14, 1-32) 16 � 7 (18, 4-28)5 12 � 10 (8, 3-38)

Interval from neuroimaging to death,

months, M � SD (Md, r)

6 � 2 (3, 0-21) 8 � 2 (5, 0-19) 5 � 2 (2, 2-38)

Clinical characteristics1 (%)

Cognitive difficulties 90 86 94

Visual disturbance 44 45 41

Ataxia 31 456 12

Hallucinations 36 31 41

Myoclonus 44 31 59

MMSE score, M � SD (Md, r, n) 14 � 10 (16, 0-29, 38) 18 � 8 (19, 1-29, 22)7 8 � 9 (5, 0-29, 16)

NPI score, M � SD (Md, r, n) 33 � 24 (29, 0-93, 33) 27 � 22 (20, 0-79, 18) 42 � 25 (35, 8-93, 15)

UPDRS motor, M � SD (Md, r, n) 17 � 16 (18, 0-63, 29) 16 � 13 (11, 0-42, 15) 26 � 17 (20, 0-63, 14)

Barthel index M � SD (Md, r, n) 66 � 37 (80, 0-100, 33) 86 � 23 (95, 15-100, 19)7 40 � 38 (25, 0-100, 14)

CSF t-tau (pg/mL) M � SD (Md, r, n)2 3870 � 4172 (1800,

326-15308, 29)

2720 � 3748 (1429,

326-15308, 17)6
5497 � 4517 (4408,

1022-13597, 12)

CSF NSE (ng/mL) M � SD (Md, r, n)3 48 � 47 (31, 4-180, 26) 46 � 47 (31,18-178, 13) 49 � 48 (31,4-180, 13)

CSF protein 14-3-3 n = 34 n = 19 n = 15

Positive (%) 44 256 67

Negative (%) 18 356 0

Inconclusive (%) 38 40 33

EEG n = 36 n = 21 n = 15

Periodic epileptiform discharges (PED) (%) 25 19 33

Slowing without PEDs (%) 53 47 60

Normal (%) 22 34 7

Diffusion-weighted image pattern (%)

Cortical-subcortical 55 45 67

Cortical-only 28 41 11

Subcortical-only 18 14 22

PRNP gene codon 129 genotype (n (%)) 40 (100) 22 (100) 18 (100)

MM (%) 11 (28) 6 (27) 5 (28)

MV (%) 22 (55) 14 (64) 8 (44)

VV (%) 7 (17) 2 (9) 5 (28)

Pathologically confirmed cases (n (%)) 32 (80) 18 (82) 14 (77)

Molecular Classification

Prion typing not available (n (%)) 10 (25)# 4 (18) 6 (33)#

Prion typing available (n (%)) 30 (75)# 18 (81) 12 (66)

Fast-progressors (n (%)) 11 (35) (2 MM1,

5 MV1, 4 VV2)

5 (27) (3 MV1, 2 VV2) 6 (46) (2 MM1,

2 MV1, 2 VV2)

Total disease duration,

months, M � SD, (Md, r)

7 � 4 (7, 3-13) 8 � 6 (7, 4-13) 6 � 3 (5.5, 3-9)

Slow-progressors (n (%)) 12 (38) (5 MM2,

6 MV2, 1 VV1)

9 (50) (4 MM2, 5 MV2) 3 (23) (1 MM2,

1 MV2, 1 VV1)

Total disease duration,

months, M � SD (Md, r)

19 � 6 (20, 7-27) 20 � 5 (20, 9-27) 18 � 5 (23, 7-24)

Mixed Classification type (n (%)) 7 (22) (3 MM1-2,

4 MV1-2)

4 (22) (2 MM1-2, 2 MV1-2) 3 (23) (1 MM1-2,

2 MV1-2 )

9 � 7 (12, 3-28) 18 � 9 (18, 10-28) 14 � 7 (12, 3-28)

(Continued)
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The effective connectivity is described by beta coefficients

(called “path coefficients” in SEM), which were generated

from interregional volume correlations via a process of

iterative data fitting using IBM SPSS Amos graphics soft-

ware. Based on the evidence that prions propagate transy-

naptically (i.e., via paths),12 it was hypothesized that

atrophy in sCJD occurs selectively and that volumes in

brain regions affected would show a directional relation-

ship (i.e., one brain region driving atrophy in another

brain region). Nonetheless, given that SEM is a causal

modeling statistical tool, we wanted to avoid drawing

causative biological conclusion, and hence we only focus

on the general model fit rather than on the beta coeffi-

cients. Theoretical models being tested were graphically

represented by nodes (i.e., brain regions) exerting trophic

influences through anatomical pathways (arrows), with

the direction of a trophic effect represented by the arrow

direction and the connectivity strength (beta coefficient)

represented by arrow thickness. Models for right, left, and

whole brain were tested separately. Models with optimal

data fit have low error (root mean square error of

approximation (RMSEA) < .05 and goodness-of-fit index

(GFI) > .90).14

Results

Fluid, clinical, and neuroimaging biomarkers

The demographics, basic clinical features (including CSF

biomarker, EEG, and MRI findings), and scores of our

sCJD cohort (n = 40), its various subcohorts, and the

Controls cohort (n = 26) are shown in Table 1 and in

the Supplementary Material. The relationship among CSF

results and other outcomes or variables is presented in

Supplementary Material.

Comparing volumetric values, derived from image pro-

cessing prior to VBM, between the 22 VBM sCJD cases

and Controls showed significantly less total gray matter

volume in sCJD (p < 0.01, Student’s t-test) but no differ-

ences in total white matter or CSF (Table 1).

There was significant difference in t-tau levels using

dichotomization of sCJD as Fast- versus Slow-progressors

(based on the molecular classification). Among the cases

with available t-tau and molecular classification (n = 21

of 40 total sCJD participants), the majority of participants

with nonelevated t-tau were Slow-progressors (total nine

patients with normal tau: six (66%) Slow-progressors,

one (11%) Fast-progressor, and two (22%) mixed prion

type), whereas the majority of the participants with ele-

vated t-tau were Fast-progressors (total 12 patients with

elevated tau: nine (75%) Fast-progressors, one (8%)

Slow-progressor, and two (16%) mixed) (v2 = 10,

p = 0.008).

In the total sCJD cohort (n = 40), there were no differ-

ences in clinical biomarkers (i.e., CSF biomarkers, signs/

symptoms, clinical scales, and MMSE; see Methods) based

on the three common DWI MRI patterns (cortical-only

vs. subcortical-only vs. cortico-subcortical). Because in

our experience, patients with cortico-subcortical DWI

involvement tend to have greater functional impairment,

Table 1 Continued.

Controls n = 26 sCJD all n = 40

sCJD included

in VBM n = 22

sCJD excluded from

VBM* n = 18

Total disease duration, months,

M � SD (Md, r)

MRI-based volume (corrected for TIV)

Whole brain (mm3 9 105) M (�SD) 4.7 (�0.6) 4.2 (�0.4)

Gray matter (mm3 9 105) M (�SD) 1.8 (�0.1) 1.7 (�0.1)4

White matter (mm3 9 105) M (�SD) 1.4 (�0.2) 1.2 (�0.1)

CSF (mm3 9 105) M (�SD) 1.4 (�0.2) 1.2 (�0.1)

CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; TIV, Total Intracranial Volume; MMSE, Mini-mental state examination; M, Mean; d, median; t-tau, total tau; NSE, neu-

ronal-specific enolase; r, range, NPI, Neuropsychiatric inventory; UPDRS, Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale motor; * = excluded due to

poor-quality MRI. Percentages might not sum to 100% due to rounding. # = 1 pathology-proven patient had variably protease-sensitive prion dis-

ease which by definition has no prion type identified.
1Includes signs and symptoms up until around the time of UCSF MRI.
2Abnormal value ≥ 1150 ng/mL.
3Abnormal value > 30 ng/mL. Comparisons between all sCJD, sCJD included in VBM, sCJD excluded from VBM, and Controls were done for all

the variables in the tables and significant results are noted as below
4Compared to Controls, P < 0.01
5Compared to sCJD excluded from VBM analysis, P < 0.001
6Compared to sCJD excluded from VBM analysis, P < 0.05
7Compared to sCJD excluded from VBM analysis, P < 0.01
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in order to increase the possibility of finding an effect of

the DWI MRI pattern of involvement, we also compared

this group to a combined group of subcortical-only and

cortical-only involvement. This subcohort with cortical

and subcortical involvement on DWI had higher t-tau

(p = 0.014; Supplemental Figure 1D), NSE (p = 0.005;

Supplemental Figure 1E), NPI scores (p = 0.021; not

shown), and UPDRS-Motor scores (p = 0.027; not

shown), and they were more likely to have a positive 14-

3-3 (63% vs. 20%, v2 = 6, p = 0.017; not shown) than

the combined cortical-only and subcortical-only group.

There were no statistically significant differences in clini-

cal symptoms, protein 14-3-3, EEG, clinical scales, or

biomarkers based on the PRNP codon 129 polymorphism

(data not shown).

The same analyses were performed for the 22 partici-

pants included in the VBM analysis and showed relatively

similar results (Supplementary Material). In comparing

the subgroup with VBM analysis to the subgroup without

VBM analysis, the VBM-excluded participants had shorter

disease duration, lower MMSE scores, lower Barthel

scores, higher CSF t-tau concentrations, higher prevalence

of positive CSF protein 14-3-3, and lower prevalence of

ataxia (Table 1 and Supplementary Material). Most of

these findings suggest that the VBM-excluded group had

poorer quality MRIs (unable to be used for VBM analy-

sis) due to a higher degree of clinical impairment or dis-

ease severity. Interestingly, the VBM group (less

impaired) appeared to be much more likely to have only

cortical ribboning, whereas the impaired had subcortical

involvement, either with or without cortical ribboning.

This is consistent with our clinical experience.

Atrophy patterns and brain-phenotype
relationships

VBM analysis results of the comparisons between 22 sCJD

participants and 26 Controls are shown in 3D brain views

and in axial views in Figure 1A,F. VBM analysis revealed

gray matter reduction in sCJD compared to Controls in

multiple cortical regions, including the bilateral frontopo-

lar, mesial and inferior frontal lobes, mesial and lateral

parietal lobes, bilateral lateral temporal, left mesial tempo-

ral regions, bilateral insulae, and inferior posterior right

occipital regions, as well as bilateral thalami (permutations-

based correction for multiple comparisons P < 0.05). Some

areas of relative sparing of atrophy compared to Controls

included the motor, much of the occipital, and some dor-

solateral and prefrontal cortices as well as bilateral striatum

and globus pallidi. Of note, no regions showed higher vol-

umes in sCJD compared to Controls. Interestingly, the

regions with atrophy in sCJD included all areas of the func-

tionally defined default mode and salience, possibly some

of the executive control (lateral parietal), but none of the

motor network hubs.34, 36-37

VBM analyses revealed atrophy clusters that survived

permutations-based correction for multiple comparisons

within sCJD subgroups when dichotomizing based on the

dementia severity (MMSE) or the presence of visual hal-

lucinations (Fig. 1B,C,G,H). sCJD participants with visual

hallucinations (n = 6; 1 MM1, 1 MV1, 2 MV2, 1 VV2,

and 1 MV without typing available) displayed right more

than left thalamus, bilateral medial orbitofrontal, rectus

gyri, and right fusiform atrophy compared to those with-

out visual hallucinations (n = 15; 1 MM1, 3 MV1, 4

MM2, 2 MV2, 1 VV2, and 4 MV without typing avail-

able, one subject excluded because no Barthel score was

available to adjust for disease severity – see Methods –
VBM processing and analysis). Participants with more

severe dementia (MMSE score ≤ 20, n = 12; 1 MM1, 4

MV1, 3 MM2, 2 MV2, 1 VV2, and 1 MV without typing

available) had significant regional volume loss in several

areas including bilateral mesial and inferior frontal, bilat-

eral insula, thalamus, cerebellum, left orbitofrontal, and

right mesial temporal regions compared to those with less

severe dementia (MMSE score > 20, n = 7; 1 MM1, 1

MM2, 2 MV2, 1 VV2, and 2 MV without typing avail-

able). No effects were observed when MMSE was used as

a continuous variable; comparing these groups separately

against Controls, however, showed significant differences.

No volumetric differences were found when comparing

codon 129 MM2 to MV2 (the sample size was small,

however: 4 MM2 and 5 MV2) or MM to MV genotypes.

Compared to Controls, Fast-progressors (n = 5; 3 MV1

and 2 VV2) had atrophy in bilateral mesial and lateral

frontal, bilateral precuneal, middle temporal, postcentral,

and occipitoparietal regions as well as bilateral thalamic

atrophy. Slow-progressors (n = 9; 4 MM2 and 5 MV2)

compared to Controls showed a similar pattern of atro-

phy as the Fast-progressors compared to Controls, but

did not have atrophy of cerebellum, occipital, and most

temporal regions (Fig. 1D, E, I, J). Surprisingly, compar-

ing Fast-progressors directly to Slow-progressors showed

no significant differences in regional atrophy (not shown).

Participants with ataxia (n = 10; 1 MM1, 3 MV1, 2

MM2, 2 MV2, and 2 VV2) displayed a trend of posterior

(left more than right) cerebellar atrophy compared to

participants without ataxia (n = 10; 1 MM1, 1 MV1, 2

MM2, 2 MV2, and 4 MV without available type) (uncor-

rected, p < 0.001; not shown), but did not survive multi-

ple correction. There were no statistically significant

differences when comparing participants with myoclonus

to participants without myoclonus. There were also no

statistically significant differences when comparing partici-

pants with higher UPDRS score (n = 11; 1 MM1, 2 MV1,

2 MV2, 2 VV2, 1 MM2, 1 MV1-2, and 2 MV without
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Figure 1. Regional gray matter atrophy in sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. A-E show a 3D rendering, whereas F-J show the same data

rendered in axial view. All results shown in color passed permutations-based correction for multiple comparisons p < 0.05. Orientation is

neurological (e.g., left side is left brain). Redder colors (A-E) signify higher level of significance (higher t-stat). For F-J (axial views), color bar

represents various t-scores. Only regions of t-scores > 2 (i.e., > 2 SD away from the mean) are shown; blue regions color have significantly greater

atrophy than the comparison group. Clusters with volume reductions in sCJD compared to Controls were found in the bilateral frontopolar,

mesial and inferior frontal, mesial and lateral parietal, bilateral lateral temporal and left mesial temporal, and inferior posterior right occipital

regions (A, F). sCJD participants with visual hallucinations had significant volume loss in the bilateral thalami, medial orbitofrontal, rectus gyri, and

right fusiform compared to participants without visual hallucinations (B, G). The sCJD group with more severe cognitive impairment (based on

dichotomization by the median MMSE score) showed volume reduction in the bilateral mesial and inferior frontal, cerebellum, left orbitofrontal,

and right mesial temporal regions compared to the group with less cognitive impairment (C, H). Volume differences between Slow-progressors

(based on molecular classification subtype) and Controls were present in the bilateral mesial and lateral frontal, bilateral precuneal, middle

temporal, postcentral, and occipitoparietal regions (Slow-progressors = 4 MM2, 5 MV2) (D, J). Volume differences in Fast-progressors, based on

molecular classification, and Controls were found in bilateral mesial and lateral frontal, bilateral precuneal, middle temporal, postcentral, and

occipitoparietal regions as well as occipital and temporal (Fast-progressors = 3 MV1, 2 VV2) (E, I). No volume differences were found between

comparison of Fast-progressors versus Slow-progressors (not shown; see text).
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typing available) to those with lower UPDRS score (n =
10; 1 MV1, 3 MM2, 3 MV2, 2 MV1-2, and 1 MV without

typing available) or when comparing participants with

higher NPI score (n = 9; 1 MM1, 2 MV2, 3 MM2, 1

VV2, 1 MV1-2, and 1 MV without typing available) to

those with lower NPI score (n = 8; 1 MV1, 1 MM2, 3

MV2, 1 MM1-2, 1 MV1-2, and 1 MV without typing

available). Some comparisons did not include all 22 sCJD

participants if subjects were missing a variable being con-

trolled for or relevant to that analysis (e.g., Barthel or

sCJD molecular classification).

Modeling atrophy covariance

Based on our VBM analysis, the atrophy patterns in sCJD

involved all areas of the default mode network (DMN),

except minimal hippocampal involvement, but also

involved other regions outside of the DMN. The DMN is a

topographically distant but highly connected network of

functionally connected hubs.34 Although we found high

correlations of the volumetric data between these regions,

we could not deduce whether these volumetric changes are

happening simultaneously or if one region is influencing

the atrophy in another (Supplementary Table 1 shows the

Pearson correlation between some of the brain regions).

Because of this and that many of these same areas are pref-

erentially affected with abnormal diffusion in sCJD,11,17,38

we investigated whether a structural equation model would

fit the data and, if so, whether these simultaneously impli-

cated atrophic regions are affected due to intrinsic network

vulnerability independent of connectivity or if one brain

region could be mathematically, although not necessarily

biologically, influencing atrophy in another region. To test

this hypothesis, we evaluated volumetric interactions in

brain connectivity network models using SEM. Models

with optimal data fit (RMSEA < .05 and GFI > .90) should

fit only in CJD but not Controls, and the beta coefficient

from region A to region B in the SEM model would mathe-

matically indicate a directional relationship.14 Tests of data

fitness were done first in four functional networks: 1)

DMN34; 2) motor36; 3) executive control37; and 4) salience

networks.37 None of these SEM models met the significance

and goodness-of-fit thresholds in either sCJD or Controls

(RMSEA > 0.05 and GFI < 0.90). A model, however, based

on the DMN model plus the addition of deep nuclei

regions (striatum and thalamus) – which commonly show

restricted diffusion in sCJD – resulted in optimal data fit in

sCJD but not the Controls (Fig. 2). For sCJD and Control

groups, left, right, and whole brain volumetric data were

tested separately in the model, with only sCJD showing a

significant effect (Fig. 2) but not the Controls (all

RMSEA > 0.05 and all GFI < 0.90). The most meaningful

model clinically, however, is the whole brain model, as it

allows connectivity between hemispheres. The whole brain

model showed that volumetric changes in the precuneus

influenced the volumetric changes in the anterior cingulate

cortex, angular gyrus, and mesial and lateral temporal cortex

regions, whereas the connectivity was commensurate

between the precuneus and the thalamus. Furthermore, stri-

atal atrophy appeared to cause precuneus atrophy but not

vice versa (as RMSEA > .05 and GFI < .90, not shown).

Thus, coupled (connected) regions within the network chan-

ged their volumes together (i.e., high covariance), and these

changes were directional within the network. Thus, there

was SEM effective connectivity present in sCJD in a model

including the DMN plus the striatum and thalamus, with

the precuneus being the main influencer of directionality.

Discussion

Summary of major findings

This high-resolution 3T MRI VBM study of 22 sCJD cases

provides evidence that regional, but not global, atrophy is

a feature of sCJD. Selective regional atrophy was observed

in a composite of cortical and deep nuclei regions,

including DMN hubs,34 salience network (SN) hubs,37 the

thalami as well as other regions. Specifically, selective

atrophy in sCJD (compared with Controls) was predomi-

nant in multimodal association regions, including the

bilateral precunei, bilateral lateral parietal, bilateral mesial

prefrontal cortices, and bilateral lateral temporal (all

DMN regions, with the hippocampus as the only DMN

region being only minimally involved), and bilateral ante-

rior cingulate and insula (SN regions), in addition to

bilateral lateral and inferior prefrontal cortices, and bilat-

eral thalami (Fig. 1). Notably, in sCJD there was relative

sparing of atrophy in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

(part of the executive control network) and no atrophy in

the primary motor, sensory, and visual cortices, as well as

the striatum and cerebellum. We explored whether certain

clinical variables and symptomatology were associated

with regions of atrophy. Both Slow- and Fast-progressors

(defined based on sCJD molecular classification)5,29 had

significant atrophy compared to Controls but, to our sur-

prise, were not statistically significantly different from

each other. The sCJD subgroup with visual hallucinations

had significantly greater atrophy in the right fusiform

gyrus, right more than left thalamus, and bilateral orbito-

frontal areas compared to the subgroup without visual

hallucinations. Although MMSE as a continuous variable

did not correlate with atrophy, participants with lower

MMSE scores (dichotomized by median MMSE of 20)

had more frontal, temporal, insula, thalamus, and cerebel-

lum atrophy compared with participants with higher

MMSE scores. Finally, SEM of volumetric brain data
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revealed significant covariance and trophic (directional)

effects among key functional nodes of the DMN (pre-

cuneus, anterior cingulate cortex, angular gyrus, and

mesial and lateral temporal cortex)34 as well as the thala-

mus and striatum in sCJD but not in Controls. This

model of effective connectivity showed trophic influence

of subcortical regions on the precuneus and suggests a

central role for the precuneus in driving volumetric

changes in other cortical regions.

Atrophy in sCJD (vs. Controls) and
comparison to literature

The pattern of selective brain volume reduction in sCJD

overlaps with its typical DWI-restricted diffusion pattern,

which involves the same multimodal association regions

including the cingulate, precuneus, angular gyrus, and

superior and middle frontal gyri, with relative sparing of

primary motor and sensory cortices.11,17,33 We might

expect that areas first involved in sCJD would be the

areas to show greatest atrophy later on in the disease. We

found five case reports of neurologically normal persons

who had brain MRIs for reasons unrelated to sCJD (e.g.,

carotid bulb tumor, studies assessing utility of annual

MRI for standard of clinical care, etc) and who became

symptomatic with sCJD between 3 and 14 months later.

Overall, these cases showed DWI abnormalities (reduced

diffusion) in the presymptomatic phase of disease in asso-

ciation cortices including the bilateral temporo-parietal-

occipital junction, lateral parietal, precunei, and mesial

Figure 2. Sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease selectively changes the effective connectivity between specific cortical and subcortical brain regions

that overlap with the default mode network nodes. The figure shows the models of brain effective connectivity when brain volume data are

tested in a network of cortical and subcortical regions usually noted by the authors to be commonly affected clinically on diffusion imaging in

sCJD, specifically the default mode network plus the striatum and thalamus. Two key take-away points from this figure are (1) the model fit in

sCJD but not in Controls, and (2) that the precuneus (PrC) seems to play a central role in influencing volumetric changes in other regions. In the

following text, we explain the SEM model and the meaning of the arrows from a mathematical standpoint. The graphs represent anatomical

nodes in boxes connected by paths of trophic influence (arrows) that determine the regional volumetric influence on the target nodes. The

effective connectivity (i.e., direction of the trophic effect) is represented by the arrow direction. Connectivity strength (i.e., strength of an effect)

is represented by path coefficients (i.e., beta coefficient) displayed by the number over each arrow, with higher numbers meaning stronger tropic

influence. The thickness of the arrow is a visual representation of the strength of the correlation and the dashed lines representing a negative

correlation. Positive values indicate induction of atrophy in the direction of the arrow, whereas negative values indicate induction of increased

volume. Goodness-of-fit statistics (GFIs) > .900 are considered significant with the p value equivalent shown by root mean square error of

approximation (RMSEA)—only the models in sCJD, and none of the models in Controls, were significant (significant results are indicated with an

*). In the whole brain and the right hemisphere models, and partially in the left hemisphere model, the precuneus exerts a large and

disproportionate effect on the anterior cingulate (ACC), angular gyrus (AG), and temporal lobe (Temp). For example, in the whole brain model,

one-unit change in the precuneus volume results in 1.62, .76, and 1.28 points change in the ACC, AG, and Temp, respectively. Conversely,

changes in the ACC, AG, and Temp volumes results in �.23, .17, and .21 unit change, respectively, in the precuneus. Interestingly, compared to

the tropic influence of the precuneus, the effects were more balanced between the thalamus (Thal) and the precuneus and were unidirectional

from the striatum (Str) to the precuneus. Models that included bidirectional effect between the precuneus and the Str did not meet the

goodness-of-fit and the statistical significance parameters. This suggests that the striatum influenced atrophy of the precuneus, but not the

reverse. L = left hemisphere, R = right hemisphere, C = combined or bilateral structure.
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frontal regions,39–43 similar to regions where we detected

atrophy with VBM. Furthermore, our findings are consis-

tent with studies in human genetic prion disease showing

atrophy in cortical association regions.10,11 Alner et al.

2011, using 1.5T MRI and FreeSurfer imaging analysis,

described cortical thickness reduction in 10 patients with

a genetic prion disease (gPrD; 6-OPRI PRNP mutation),

predominantly in the precuneus, supramarginal, parietal

lobule, and lingual regions.10 In a follow-up study also

with 1.5T MRI, but using SPM8 VBM analysis, De Vita

et al. 2013 described precuneus, perisylvian, lingula, and

basal ganglia volume reduction in nine symptomatic

patients with the same 6-OPRI PRNP mutation.11 Simi-

larly, using 3T VBM analysis in 30 symptomatic predomi-

nantly gPrD subjects (10% sCJD), Caine et al. described

volume reductions in frontal and parietal gray matter vol-

umes which correlated with predominant frontoparietal

dysfunction on neurocognitive testing.44 These three stud-

ies all showed atrophy in regions for which we also found

atrophy in our sCJD cohort (Fig. 1). In a study using 3T

VBM analysis, Grau-Rivera et al. 2015 found significant

gray matter loss in 15 CJD cases (13 sCJD and 2 genetic,

E200K) specifically in the bilateral thalami, putamen, fusi-

form gyrus, cerebellum, and left perirolandic cortex.45

Although we had similar thalamic and fusiform findings,

we did not observe basal ganglia (striatum and globus

pallidus), perirolandic, or cerebellar volume loss in sCJD

vs. Controls. It is interesting that we did not find striatal

volume loss despite visible striatal diffusion reductions

present in 60% of our sCJD participants (Table 1). This

parallels findings in a study by Seror et al. 2010 with 12

patients with E200K genetic prion disease who had stri-

atal-restricted diffusion but did not show quantifiable vol-

ume reduction.46 In our experience, for most sCJD cases,

striatal involvement on DWI usually occurs after extensive

cortical ribboning appears (except in MV2 and VV2 cases

which usually have isolated deep nuclei involvement).

The fact that we found overlapping but slightly different

cortical areas involved than these other studies might be

due to other studies using mostly genetic cases and few

sporadic cases or to smaller sample sizes in Navid et al.7

(n = 11) and Grau-Rivera et al.45 (n = 13) compared

with 22 sCJD subjects in our study.

Atrophy in sCJD subgroups and comparison
to literature

As noted above, we predicted that Fast-progressors might

not have sufficient time to develop detectable atrophy

compared to Slow-progressors (Fast and Slow based on

sCJD molecular classification). Contrary to our predic-

tion, however, each of these subgroups showed significant

atrophy when compared to Controls. The atrophy pattern

in Fast-progressors compared to Controls and Slow-pro-

gressors compared to Controls was relatively similar

(Fig. 1). On visual inspection of the VBM data, Fast-pro-

gressors had more atrophic areas than Slow-progressors,

including cerebellum, occipital, and temporal regions.

These differences, however, did not reach statistical signif-

icance, which might be due to the relatively small sample

size. Nevertheless, these findings suggest that brain atro-

phy is present, even in Fast-progressors, and although

usually not detectable by visual assessment, it can be

quantified using VBM. To our knowledge, VBM analysis

of the Fast- versus Slow-progressors in sCJD based on

molecular classification has not been reported previously.

We also identified a number of brain-behavior relation-

ships with VBM in sCJD. Participants with visual halluci-

nations showed more significant right fusiform, right

more than left thalamus, and bilateral medial orbitofron-

tal volume loss compared with participants without visual

hallucinations (Fig. 1). The involvement of the fusiform

gyrus is consistent with previous studies showing atrophy

on VBM and functional (fMRI) abnormalities in visual

association areas in patients with neurodegenerative con-

ditions such as Parkinson’s disease.47 Similarly, orbito-

frontal cortex involvement in Parkinson’s disease

dementia patients experiencing visual hallucinations has

been reported in multiple studies, including VBM,48,49

selective serotonin 2A receptor ligand F-18 PET,50 and

diffusion tensor imaging studies.51 Moreover, fluo-

rodeoxyglucose-PET (FDG-PET) hypometabolism in the

orbitofrontal cortex has been found in patients with

schizophrenia who have visual hallucinations.52 Further-

more, recent studies suggest a role for thalamic-DMN

decoupling as the mechanism for visual hallucinations in

synuclinopathies.53

The sCJD group with more severe cognitive impair-

ment, based on dichotomization of MMSE scores had

scattered volume loss in the bilateral mesial orbitofrontal,

inferior frontal, posterior central, bilateral middle tempo-

ral, and bilateral medial precuneus gyri, in addition to

more confluent volume loss in the bilateral insula, thala-

mus, and cerebellum, even after adjusting for the time

point of MRI in the disease course (ratio of disease dura-

tion at the time of MRI over total disease duration).

When we corrected for Barthel, however, this effect went

away, probably because Barthel and MMSE were corre-

lated. This atrophy pattern is consistent with the role of

the cerebellar-thalamic-cortical connections in a wide

range of cognitive functions.54

Although it did not survive correction for multiple

comparisons, sCJD participants with ataxia compared

with those without ataxia showed a trend toward greater

left posterior cerebellar atrophy (not shown), which is

consistent with a previous finding of a correlation
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between cerebellar atrophy and ataxia in E200K genetic

prion disease.6 Perhaps a larger sample size is needed to

show this effect in sCJD.

Cortico-subcortical regions as the epicenter
in sCJD

From a brain network perspective, our VBM data support

the idea that frontoparietal and temporal regions, includ-

ing but not limited these areas within the DMN,55 as well

as several subcortical structures, are at the epicenter of

neurodegenerative changes in sCJD. The selective volume

reduction we observed in sCJD within most of the DMN

(only minimal hippocampal atrophy) and other regions

may be explained by both distinctive regional neu-

rometabolic profiles and network connectivity properties

in this disease. For example, parietal regions such as the

precuneus in particular, but also certain occipital and

temporal regions, display the highest state of oxidative

neuronal metabolism in the brain.56,57 In such regions

with high baseline metabolism, oxidative stress may play

a crucial role in prion protein misfolding.58 These results

are in line with an FDG-PET study of sCJD showing

hypometabolism to be common particularly in parietal

and temporal regions.59 Networks, such as the DMN,

often feature a number of heteromodal association cor-

tices that operate as hub nodes. Such networks are resis-

tant to random node failure but become vulnerable when

hub failure occurs, thus facilitating transsynaptic degener-

ation or other forms of network pathological spread.60

The biological vulnerability of these hubs is supported by

its implication as a pathogenic substrate in various neu-

rodegenerative diseases. For example, Alzheimer’s disease

(AD), which like prion disease involves protein misfold-

ing, has prominent posterior DMN hypometabolism and

atrophy.61 Interestingly, the pattern of cortical atrophy in

sCJD, in part targeting DMN hubs, is reminiscent of the

involvment of the DMN in AD.61,62 This also is consistent

with literature suggesting shared pathogenic mechanisms

and overlap between AD and sCJD.63-66 Furthermore,

selective vulnerability of networks containing high-degree

hubs is also characteristic of other neurodegenerative dis-

orders such as behavioral variant frontotemporal demen-

tia, semantic dementia, progressive supranuclear palsy,

and corticobasal syndrome.37,67,68

VBM results implicating the involvement of cortical

and subcortical regions in sCJD (through atrophy) were

supported using SEM in connectivity models that were

specifically tested for the presence of network-level

involvement in sCJD. The cortico-subcortical effective

connectivity in sCJD can be interpreted as a common

trophic fate (i.e., volume reduction) for involved cortical

and subcortical regions. A structural connectivity model

that involved DMN regions plus subcortical regions con-

sisting of the thalamus and striatum fit in the sCJD group

but not in the Controls (Fig. 2). In both sCJD and Con-

trols, alternative models involving either the DMN with-

out the addition of subcortical structures, as well as the

executive, salience, or motor networks did not fit the

model. In the cortico-subcortical network model that met

the strict significance thresholds of SEM (GFIs>.90 and

RMSEA<.05), the strongest path effect was from the pre-

cuneus to the anterior cingulate cortex, mesial and lateral

temporal, and angular gyrus regions in the left, right, and

combined hemispheres of the sCJD group but not in the

Controls. These SEM findings potentially point to a cen-

tral role for the precuneus in sCJD connectivity-mediated

neurodegeneration. This finding is consistent with our

clinical experience and literature suggesting that the pre-

cuneus and the adjacent posterior cingulate cortex are

very commonly involved by visual assessment of the

DWI/ADC maps and quantitative mean diffusivity mea-

surement in sCJD.17,33 The precuneus exhibited trophic

influences on other cortical regions, whereas its trophic

influence on the thalamus was bidirectionally equivalent,

and the striatum exhibited a unidirectional trophic influ-

ence on the precuneus. We speculate that the bidirec-

tional effects on a group-wise level could be due to the

high connectivity between the DMN hubs – once one

region is affected it begins influencing atrophy in other

highly connected regions. Thus, regardless of where a

patient’s disease begins, involvement eventually converges

on this highly connected network. Some bidirectionality,

however, was positive in one direction and negative in

another, meaning that atrophy in one region is influenc-

ing increased volume in another region (negative arrow

in Fig. 2). We specultate that this might occur because

astrocytosis, neuroinflammation, and/or possibly edema

involved in neurodegeneration might produce volumetric

changes that can be interpreted by SEM as increased vol-

umes within the sCJD group, which we simply were not

able to detect in our VBM analyses.

Despite the striatum not showing atrophy on VBM, the

SEM showed a volumetric trophic effect of the striatum

on the precuneus in sCJD, which was not found in Con-

trols. We suspect that, despite the lack of detectable stri-

atal changes on VBM in sCJD, the striatum likely plays

an important role on the network-level pathogenesis of

sCJD, along a continuum of diffusivity changes preceding

atrophy. These findings point to the importance of sub-

cortical regions, such as the striatum and thalamus, in the

pathophysiology of sCJD, as similar models including

only cortical regions were not solvable and only models

including both cortical and subcortical regions were. Fur-

thermore, this SEM model provides mathematical evi-

dence for the hypothesis that the selective atrophy pattern
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in sCJD is mediated by atrophy spread via anatomical

connections, such as those used for the transsynaptic

spread of prions, rather than selective atrophy due to

intrinsic regional vulnerability alone, independent of con-

nectivity and transsynaptic prion spread. In other words,

if atrophy is mediated only by intrinsic regional vulnera-

bility, then we would expect high volumetric correlations

in atrophied regions but without a directional relation-

ship as we found in our SEM analysis.

We also identified several associations between various

biomarkers and clinical outcomes in both the entire

cohort of 40 sCJD participants who had DWI and the

subcohort of 22 sCJD participants who also had sufficient

quality T1 MRI volumetric analysis. sCJD participants

with both cortical and subcortical DWI involvement had

higher CSF biomarkers (t-tau and NSE) and more motor

and behavioral dysfunction compared with the group

combining cortical-only and subcortical-only involve-

ment. This is consistent with our clinical experience in

which we find that patients with both cortical and sub-

cortical DWI involvement tend to decline more rapidly,

particularly compared to those with cortical-only involve-

ment. Whole brain volumes inversely correlated with CSF

t-tau levels, which is generally consistent with the mod-

estly high sensitivity and specificity of an elevated t-tau in

sCJD.69 Similarly, t-tau levels were inversely correlated

with total disease duration and MMSE scores (i.e., partic-

ipants with lower levels had longer disease durations and

better cognitive performance), which parallels previously

observed changes of t-tau with disease duration70-73 and

cognitive function in prion disease.74

This study has a number of limitations. Only cross-sec-

tional volumetric quantifications were performed, as we

had too few cases with sufficient quality serial data. Lon-

gitudinal studies, which are often difficult to obtain in

sCJD, particularly of sufficient quality for volumetric

analysis, will be needed to better characterize atrophy

progression in sCJD. Although our cohort was relatively

large for a single-site sCJD imaging cohort, our sample

size nevertheless is relatively small, limiting our ability to

identify more interactions of clinical variables and volu-

metric changes or to compare all six main sCJD molecu-

lar classification subgroups. The fact that even with our

limited sample size, however, we still found any associa-

tions suggests the strength of our findings. Although our

cohort with DWI (n = 40) included all molecular sub-

types and had a plurality of Fast-progressors (MM1,

MV1, and VV2) consistent with the general sCJD popula-

tion,29,75 Fast-progressors were underrepresented in the

subcohort included in the VBM analysis because of diffi-

culties obtaining sufficient quality volumetric scans due

to motion artifact. This may represent sampling bias

favoring cases with slower progression. Furthermore, we

only compared cases whom could easily be classified as

Fast- or Slow-progressors based on their sCJD molecular

classificaiton, excluding five cases (four with mixed prion

types and one variably protease-sensitive prionopathy).

This dichotomization of sCJD into Fast- vs. Slow-progres-

sors based on the mean disease duration of each of the

six major molecular subgroups has limitations. For exam-

ple, even though on average a molecular classification

subtype is rather homogenous, an individual patient

might be more heterogenous. Additionally, the clinical

and biomarker data of the VBM-excluded participants

suggest that these participants in general had more severe

disease, which likely interfered with MRI acquisition and

led to VBM analysis of the relatively less severely affected

subjects. Lastly, although our cohort might appear to

have longer survival than many other large published

sCJD cohorts, our 2-day research visit protocol attempts

to identify the very first symptoms, which we commonly

find to be several weeks and usually months earlier than

the medical records or even the family had initially

reported. This results in our patients’ disease durations

appearing longer than those reported in national surveil-

lance cohorts that are largely based on retrospective exter-

nal record review.5,63,76,77

Our cohort in this study had extensive neurological,

PRNP codon 129 genotyping, and CSF biomarker charac-

terization and, to our knowledge, represents the first

quantitative VBM study exclusively in sporadic prion dis-

ease. The results of this study add a valuable dimension

to the neuroimaging characterization of sCJD and support

the value of unbiased quantification of brain volume as a

potential clinical biomarker in sCJD. Trophic SEM analy-

ses of VBM data suggest that atrophy in sCJD might not

just be due to regional vulnerability, but that there is a

directionality of influence of atrophy in sCJD, which we

hypothesize might be influenced by propagation of prions

along synaptic pathways.
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Supplementary Figure. The relationship between magnetic

resonance imaging findings and clinical variables in spo-

radic Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. Regarding correlations

with whole brain volume (A-C), CSF t-tau levels correlated

negatively with whole brain volume (A), whereas NSE did

not correlate with whole brain volume (B), and MMSE cor-

related positively with whole brain volume (C). For D and

E, we compared CSF t-tau and NSE in cases with both cor-

tical- and subcortical-restricted diffusion on DWI (cortical

and subcortical: C-S) against the combination of cases with

cortical-only involvement and subcortical-only involve-

ment (combined cortical-only and subcortical-only: Co-S/

C) (see text). This was because, our hypothesis was that

those with cortical and subcortical diffusion would be more

severely affected and more likely to have these biomarkers

positive. As we suspected, sCJD participants with a cortical

and subcortical (C-S) pattern of restricted diffusion (gray)

showed elevated t-tau (C) and NSE (D) levels compared to

the group of subjects of combined cortical-only and sub-

cortical-only (Co-S/C) restricted diffusion (white box).

Supplementary Material. Biofluid, clinical, and neu-

roimaging biomarker results including CSF biomarker

results and comparison of CSF results and other out-

comes or variables among entire sCJD cohort, those with

and those without VBM.

Supplementary Table. Pearson correlations between the

cortical and subcortical regions included in structural

equation modeling (SEM). This table shows that high

correlations (≥0.5 strong; moderate 0.3-0.49; < 0.3 low)

are present in sCJD in some of the brain regions included

in the SEM model (significant correlations are shown in

bold). This methodology, however, cannot discern if there

is any effective connectivity and if this effective connectiv-

ity has any preferential directionality. Figure 2 in the

main text, however, does show the effective connectivity

and any directionality using SEM. * Correlation is signifi-

cant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed). ** Correlation is signif-

icant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed). "Control Variables:

Gender, Age, TIV, and Barthel"
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